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Education
PCMC
6141 parents in 206 balwadi's under Vipla Foundation and Educo
Full School Project School Transformation (STP) attended the
orientation on Umang Parent Manual 2 where they were
informed about children's rights, how to manage children’s
changed behavior during COVID-19 pandemic.
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MBMC
Distributed Stationery, Hygiene Kit, Worksheets, and Parent
manual in 28 balwadi’s and 3 community HAC centres.
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MCGM - Teacher Certiﬁcation
Our Teacher Certiﬁcation Programme culminated with
certiﬁcates and gifts being distributed to 412 MCGM balwadi
teachers on 13th April 2022.
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Summer Camp
Summer camps were conducted in different community
Balwadi's in Mumbai and Delhi and the Balwadis where we
mentored teachers to introduce India's states and specialties.
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Community Teacher Meeting
1st ofﬂine teacher meeting was conducted for the academic
year 2022-23 on 25th June 2022,With 339 where 6 mentors in
6 different Urban Resource Center locations in Mumbai
interacted with teachers and set expectations.
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Vaidu community
Vipla Foundation and Rotary Club of Bombay organized a
Summer Camp from 21st April to 3rd May 2022 for 180 children
aged 5 to 14 years from the Vaidu community.
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Ahmedabad
Vipla foundation and Rah E Khair School in Ahmedabad
organized their 4th Udaan Exhibition on 13th April 2022 to
showcase pre-primary education modules and take
admissions for the new academic year.
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Community Teacher Testimonial
I am Divya Bhaidkar, a community teacher in Mahim balwadi,
working for 31 years. Earlier, we used to ﬁll up registers,
documents, sheets for Classroom Assessment, attendance, etc.,
which was a tiresome job. But now, due to Koita App, it has
become more accessible with one click. It has emerged as an
exciting app that helps to gather and maintain all information
under one umbrella. In my opinion, Koita App makes work more
accessible and saves paper and time. Earlier, while we used to tour
for ﬁlling the information occasionally, we used to misplace the
sheets, and in the rainy season, the sheet used to get wet and wrinkled. But now, due to the Koita app, we
can access it anytime. If we leave out any information or we want access to any information, we can check
the records with a few clicks of buttons. With changing times, technology is our future. There is no better
way than to incorporate Koita App into our classrooms which will play a signiﬁcant role in assisting teachers
like us. I learned to use the Koita App, which I would never have thought of. I thank the Koita Foundation
and Vipla foundation for creating such a simple tool.

Total Outreach of Education Program

16863
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Children enrolled in Balwadi
during Apr-June 2022

Training programs for
teachers conducted

37

Teachers attended
the training

Dhvani Early Intervention Program
As part of our Dhvani Early Intervention Program, we assist children who have Hearing Impairment.
We believe that with the right guidance and learning environment, children with special needs can
embrace the world conﬁdently.

Mainstreaming
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readiness program
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Cochlear Implant
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Support
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Total
Screening

Special Care Centre

The Special Care Center reopened on 13th June 2022 with around 30 new admissions (Hearing
Imapiared + Intellectually Disabled section) had joined the school.
10th std board exam results were declared on 16th June 2022 and all our children passed with ﬁrst
class!
Our Teachers attended training on the Diksha app related to goals and IEP.
We were supported by IBIS hotel who gave children school bags, umbrellas, and water bottles.

Anti-Human Trafﬁcking Initiatives

Saksham Portal in Development
Pramod Nigudkar, CEO, with Jyoti Nale and
Pravin Kadam from Vipla Foundation and
Rahul Mahival- IAS Commissioner of Dept. of
Women and Child Development, with Dilip
Hivarale - DY Commissioner, signed an MoU to
create an app that will strengthen the
reporting and documentation of all state-run
Protection Homes for women through efﬁcient
documentation, reporting, transparency and
immediate action. We thank the Dept. of
Women and Children Development and Koita
Foundation for their relentless work and
support in thisarea.

Release of Case Study Booklet
Trafﬁcking for commercial sexual exploitation (CSE)
is one of the gravest forms of modern slavery. The
complex issue is often dealt with an ‘isolationist
approach’ despite the need for multi-pronged,
collective, and concerted action of stakeholders in
order to demonstrate a visible dent and create
deterrence. With the support of Global Fund to End
Modern Slavery (GFEMS), Vipla Foundation piloted
this strategy in its work towards addressing CSE
through interventions aimed at strengthening
prosecution processes and building behaviours that
demonstrate empathy towards victims of CSE. The
strategy helped the organization to facilitate legal
processes in a way that the victims are informed,
remain engaged, and participate in the justice
processes without fear, anxiety, or intimidation
while building sustainability through convergence
and continued coordination of stakeholders. We
celebrated the success of the model through the
publication of a case stories booklet which
documented the learnings of the two yearlong
project from geographies in the state of
Maharashtra like Kolhapur, Solapur, Aurangabad,
Ahmednagar, and Nashik. This booklet is a testimony
to the spirit of convergence where every stakeholder recognized their interdependent roles and
coordinated within the district for the larger cause of addressing CSE and acknowledges the efforts of
each and every institution and individual and most importantly the victims of CSE who gathered the
courage to claim their rights and bring the perpetrators to justice.

CHALAANG in Partnership With Rotary Club Of Bombay
Vipla Foundation in partnership with
the Rotary Club of Bombay started
interventions with Vaidu community
settlements inMumbai and Mumbai
suburbs to provide long-term sustainable solutions to break the cycle of
intergenerational poverty, exploitation
and marginalisation for generations.
This intervention included engagement
with children, adolescents and women.

Screening of Jayeshbhai Jordar By Book My Show
Book My Show - under their initiative Book A Smile sponsored a movie screening for 200 young women
from Mumbai and Pune. This was a special event on multiple accounts since it was the ﬁrst time that
most of these girls got an opportunity to visit a theatre to watch a movie and the movie highlights the
gender-based discriminations that women face even before they are born and the role of men and the
community in preventing the same.

Total Outreach of Anti Human Trafﬁcking Initiavtives Program
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Delhi Chapter

A signiﬁcant highlight of Vipla Foundation - Delhi during the 1st quarter was Balwadi and Patang
Remedial Programs were initiated with a strength of 125 in each program.
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Summer Activities: Students of the Patang Remedial Program participated in Art
and Taekwondo classes conducted by the volunteers in June.
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TLM Workshop for Balwadi Teacher: Balwadi teachers have participated in one
online workshop on 13th June 2022. The teachers made various theme-based
Teaching Learning materials during the workshop.
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Mid-day Meal Distribution: Children's academic performance depends on
adequate nutrition. To maintain the children's nutritional intake, Vipla Foundation
supported these children with dry grocery rations. In collaboration with Response
net and individual supporters, dry ration was distributed monthly. This includes
cereals, pulses, oil, soybean, etc., provided to each child.

Success Story
Nandini dropped out from 4th grade, and her brother Ariyan also
dropped out in 3rd grade; both live in Khizrabad Village. Nandini's
father works as a housekeeping staff in a private ofﬁce, and the
mother is a housewife. Both Nandini and Ariyan studied in a private
school. During the Covid pandemic in 2020, the family couldn't pay
the school fee for the children, so the school authority refused to
continue their education there. Due to prolong lockdown, Nandini
and Aryan did not get a chance to enrol their name in government
schools. They have lost their studies for two years. Their parents came
to our centre to enrol them in the Patang program. Nandini and
Aryan regularly attended the Patang class, and the teacher helped
them get admission to a regular school through the online admission
portal created for such students. Currently, Nandini has gained
access to 6th Standard in SKV Jogabai, and Ariyan has got admission
to 4th Grade at SDMC primary school at Khizrabad. Both of them
happily attend their schools along with the Patang programs.

From CEO’s Desk
Exploring, experimenting, and piloting new ideas to either try out new terrains or mitigate identiﬁed
problems is something that any dynamic organization would do. Vipla Foundation, has always strived to
build knowledge that would enrich the organization and contribute to the development ﬁeld's larger
landscape.
The effort is to share our experiences and lessons to get feedback from the readers. As we progress into
the second quarter of the new ﬁnancial year, Vipla is in active discussion to start its Early Childhood
Education, Remedial Education, and Children & Women Empowerment Programs in the new
geographies. The Vipla team has worked hard to ensure that the new programs would be launched on
a sound footing and the existing progammes continued with necessary rigour. Our future newsletters
will bring glimpses of those programs and we would love to get your feedback and suggestions.
Let's hope to have a great monsoon that will bring greenery and a smile to the face of all those with
whom we work.

- Mr. Pramod Nigudkar, CEO Vipla Foundation
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